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Dual Effects of Mesoscopic Fillers on the 

Polyethersulfone Modified Cyanate Ester: Enhanced 

Viscoelastic Effect and Mechanical Properties  

Zhongnan Hu, Jie Zhang, Huiping Wang, Tian Li, Zhuoyu Liu and Yingfeng Yu*  

Phase separation and viscoelastic effect play important roles in the properties of mesoscopic 

fillers reinforced polyethersulfone/cyanate ester composites. In this article, the effects of 

size and content of mesoscopic fillers on the polymerization induced viscoelastic phase 

separation of thermoplastic modified thermosets have been studied by using optical 

microscopy (OM), time-resolved light scattering (TRLS) and rheological instrument. The 

results of OM and TRLS showed that the characteristic length scale of phase structure of fillers 

added systems tended to shrink; while the relaxation time of phase separation increased with 

the decrease of filler size and enlargement of filler content. Rheological behaviours of blends 

filled with various types and contents of mesoscopic fillers are consistent with the phase 

separation process. The change of morphology and phase separation process was attributed to 

the significant enhanced viscoelastic effect of mesoscopic fillers. Both the tensile properties 

and toughness of cyanate ester blends have been improved due to the “enhanced viscoelastic 

effect” through addition of mesoscopic fillers. However, the “enhanced viscoelastic effect” of 

fillers almost disappeared with the diminishing of viscoelastic effect during phase separation. 

1. Introduction 

Cyanate ester resins have been widely utilized as encapsulate 

materials of electronic devices, structure materials of aerospace 

and wave-transparent materials because of their outstanding 

mechanical, thermal and physical properties1,2. However, the 

high brittleness of cyanate ester resins is the main drawback 

that hinders their application in advanced materials.   

One of the effective methods to improve the fracture toughness 

of cyanate ester is to modify them with thermoplastic polymers, 

such as polysulfone3,4, poly(ether sulfone)5,6, poly(ether 

imide)7,8 etc. As the phase structure of blends is vital to fracture 

toughness9, it is of great importance to get control of the phase 

structure and have a good knowledge of the phase separation 

process. 

The theory of Polymerization induced phase separation (PIPS) 

was first proposed by Inoue and Backnull et al. in 1980s10. At 

the beginning of PIPS, the modifiers (thermoplastic resin) are 

miscible with thermoset resin monomers to form homogeneous 

mixture. Along with curing process, the compatibility of 

thermoplastic polymer and thermoset resins gets worse due to 

the growing molecular weight of thermoset resins, as a result, 

phase separation takes place and phase structure coarsens up 

with time.  

As both the chain mobility and Tg of modifiers and thermosets 

are quite different from each other, the phase separation process 

is accompanied with dynamic asymmetry, in which the 

movement of slow component can’t catch up with the phase 

separation. This kind of “viscoelastic phase separation11-18” was 

first found by Tanaka et al, and now widely observed in PIPS 

of thermoplastic-thermoset resin system19-36. 

In another aspect, it was found that adding particles into 

multicomponent system has significant influence on the phase 

separation process. Tanaka et al.15 have investigated the 

thermodynamics and kinetics of binary polymer blends with the 

addition of glass beads, and found that the dispersion of 

macroscopic fillers is significantly affected by the surface 

affinity of particles. 

Balzes et al. 37 considered that nano-fillers would transfer to the 

interface of the phases due to the enthalpy and the conformation 

entropy of molecule chains when the scale of the fillers is much 

smaller than the domain size. Ginzburg38 established a 

thermodynamic theory model about the phase separation of 

binary polymer and nano-fillers blends combined with the size 

of nano-particles and interface effects. Balazs et al. 39 predicted 

that the rate of phase separation and the phase structure were 

strongly influenced by the addition of nano-fillers according to 

the multi-field model.  
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Laradji et al. 40,41 found that the development of phase 

separation is significantly slowed down when the volume 

fraction and draw ratio of one-dimensional particles were 

relatively large, because the polymer diffusivity is dramatically 

decreased due to the kinetic barriers of conformations when the 

particles gathered in the affinity phase42. 

Recently, it was found that adding mesoscopic fillers (meso-

fillers), such as carbon nano-tube, nano-metal and whisker, into 

dynamic asymmetry system, can change the structure and 

properties of the material substantially43-48. In our recent 

work49,50, it was found that phase structure and phase separation 

process are significantly affected by viscoelastic effect caused 

by dynamic asymmetry, and viscoelastic effect can be 

significantly enhanced due to the addition of inorganic fillers. 

We called this phenomenon “enhanced viscoelastic effect” in 

Polymerization induced viscoelastic phase separation (PIVPS). 

In this article, to make clear the effect of the size and content of 

meso-fillers in thermoplastics modified thermosets system, and 

the relationship between phase separation and thermo-

mechanical properties, we investigated PIVPS in the 

Polyethersulfone modified cyanate resins system with the 

addition of one-dimensional meso-fillers in both micron and 

nano-size (crystal whisker of calcium sulphate and Sepiolite), 

and the phase separation process was prolonged in order to 

compare with our previous works. In addition, mechanical 

properties of the blends were also studied with the addition of 

meso-fillers. 
 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Material 

The used epoxy oligomer, DER331, was provided by Dow 

Chemical Co, and is the low molecular weight liquid diglycidyl 

ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) with an epoxide equivalent of 

182-192. The cyanate used, HF-1, was purchased from Huifeng 

Co. (Shanghai, China), and is the 4, 4'-cyanate and diphenyl 

propane (BADCy) with a cyanate equivalent of 139. 

Polyethersulfone (PES) were supplied by Jilin University, 

China, has an intrinsic viscosity of 0.43dL/g. The crystal 

whisker of calcium sulphate (CSW), a rod-like mesoscopic 

inorganic filler with approximately 1 micron in diameter and 

10-100 micron in length, was provided by Chengfeng Co., 

China, without further purification. Sepiolite, a rod-like 

mesoscopic inorganic filler with approximately 20 nm in 

diameter and 0.1-2 micrometers in length, was provided by 

Tolsa (Spain). To ensure good dispersion in polymer blends, 

the surface of sepoilite was modified by the silane coupling 

agent 2, 3-epoxy propoxy propyltrimethoxysilicane according 

to the procedure used in the literature51. Other chemicals were 

bought from National drug chemistry Co. China and used 

without purification. 

Specimen preparation 

The compositions of the formulations are collected in Table 1. 
To make the formulations comparable between different filled 

systems, the weight ratios of PES to epoxy resin were kept 

equal for all the modified systems as 12.5 wt% because it is 

close to the critical composition, while the weight ratios of 

cyanate ester precusor to epoxy hardener were also kept equal 

for all the systems. For example, PES-CSW-2 represents that 

the amount of PES to the resin matrix is 12.5 wt% while the 

CSW content in the filled material is 2 wt%.  

Table 1. Name and Composition of the Samples Studied (Fillers, Inhibitor52, PES, DGEBA and BADCy) for the Different Formulations 

Sample PES/BADCy/DGEBA ��� Sepiolite Toluene-p-sulfonic 

PES-Neat 

12.5/50.2/37.3 

- - - 

PES-Neat-slow - - 0.2 

PES-CSW-2 2 - - 

PES-CSW-2-slow 2 - 0.2 
PES-CSW-4 4 - - 

PES-SEP-2 - 2 - 

PES-SEP-2-slow - 2 0.2 

PES-SEP-4 - 4 - 

Neat 

0/50.2/37.3 

- - - 

CSW-2 2 - - 

CSW-4 4 - - 

SEP-2 - 2 - 

SEP-4 - 4 - 

Fillers were added to the epoxy oligomer under nitrogen 

atmosphere with vigorous stirring and ultrasonicating at 100 oC 

with nominal power output of 360W for 2 hours and a 

homogeneous epoxy suspension was obtained. Thermoplastics 

PES was dissolved in methylene chloride (CH2Cl2) and mixed 

with epoxy at room temperature. After most of the solvent was 

evaporated at 60 oC, the epoxy−thermoplastic blends were put 

under vacuum at 120 oC for 2h to remove the residual solvent. 

Then, epoxy mixture and BADCy were blended together with 

stirring at 90oC until the mixture was homogeneous. To slower 

down the curing rate, toluene-p-sulfonic acid was added into 

the samples with stirring as inhibitor52. The samples were 

degassed under vacuum for another few minutes and then 

cooled to -10 oC to prevent further curing. For mechanical 

testing, bar samples were cured following the procedure: 140 
oC for 1h, 170 oC for 3h, and 200 oC for 2h.  
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2.2 Experimental Techniques 

The process of phase separation was tracked by time-resolved 

light scattering (TRLS) equipped with a controllable hot 

chamber which was assembled ourselves. The data was 

recorded every 5s. The sample blends were pressed into films 

before TRLS observation. 

Optical light microscopy (OM) experiments were performed 

with an Olympus BX51P microscope equipped with an Instec 

HCS410 hot stage. The sample blends were also pressed into 

films before OM observation. 

The sample blends which were cured isothermally at 450K 

were fractured in liquid nitrogen. Then the fracture surface 

were observed under a scanning electron microscope (SEM, 

Tescan TS 5163MM). All the samples were coated with gold 

and mounted on copper mounts. 

The melt viscosity variations of the blends during cure reaction 

were recorded on an Ares-9A rheometry instrument: about 1 g 

of the blends were sandwiched between two round fixtures and 

softened at 60 oC for 2 min. The plate distance was then 

adjusted to about 1 mm, and the temperature was raised quickly 

at a rate of 100 oC /min to the preset curing temperature. All the 

blends were tested under a parallel plate mode with a controlled 

strain of 1% and test frequency of 1 Hz. 

Tensile tests were measured by Instron 1121 at the constant 

cross-head speed of 10mm/min. Specimens were cured in a 

dog-bone shape mold. The results were obtained by taking the 

average values of 5 specimens. The izod impact test was 

conducted with a cantilever impact tester XJ-40A at room 

temperature according to the GB/T 1843-2008. 

 

3. Result and discussion 

 In this work, we mainly focused on the effect of meso-fillers on 

the mechanical properties of modified systems. The 

morphology and meso-fillers effects caused by filler content 

and particle size are important parameters controlling the 

structures and mechanical properties of the ternary systems. 

Influences of these factors were examined. 

3.1 Mechanical properties and morphology. 

In this subsection, the stress-strain behaviors and impact 

strength of meso-fillers added systems with different filler 

contents and sizes were investigated. Table 1 shows the 

mechanical properties of the PES modified cyanate blends with 

meso-fillers. Tensile strength of the blends was improved by 

the introduction of meso-fillers, and raising meso-fillers amount 

contributed to the improvement of tensile strength. At the same 

weight percent of meso-fillers, systems with fillers of smaller 

size, i.e. sepiolite, had better tensile strength. At the same time, 

elongation at break of the blends with meso-fillers was also 

improved.  

As fracture toughness is an important factor that limits the 

application of cyanate ester resins, the toughness of blends was 

measured as impact strength in this article. As shown in Table 1, 

impact strength of PES modified cyanate blends with meso-

fillers improved more significantly compared with non-filler 

systems. It is clear that mechanical properties benefited a lot 

from the addition of meso-fillers. In addition, the size and 

content of fillers played an important role in improving the 

properties of cyanate/PES composites. 

Table. 2 Mechanical properties of PES modified cyanate blends with the addition of meso-fillers. 

Samples PES-Neat PES-CSW-2 PES-CSW-4 PES-SEP-2 PES-SEP-4 

Tensile strength (MPa) 51±4.55 57±2.85 68±4.40 76±3.80 81±3.05 

Elongation at break (%) 4.8±0.440 5.1±0.255 5.8±0.390 5.4±0.270 5.8±0.290 

Impact strength kJ/m2 13.7±1.732 15.5±0.809 16.1±1.366 26.5±1.884 28.3±2.353 

 

Table. 3 Impact strength of neat cyanate resins added with meso-fillers. 

Samples Neat CSW-2 CSW-4 SEP-2 SEP-4 

Impact strength kJ/m2 12.2±1.968 6.7±0.634 6.6±0.878 3.7±0.171 2.8±0.856 

As mechanical properties are closely related to their 

morphology for heterogeneous systems, the phase structure of 

these blends with and without meso-fillers were compared. Fig. 

1 shows the phase structure of these blends after curing. As one 

can observe from these graphs, phase separation occurred in all 

the samples but phase structure had great differences between 

each one. With the increase of filler content and decrease of 

filler size, the phase structure became finer. Furthermore, it 

could be observed clearly that meso-fillers tended to immerse 

into the PES-rich phase. Fig. 1b and 1c evidently show a well 

dispersion of CSW in PES-rich phase. From the morphology 

study, one may expect that the improvement of mechanical 

properties could be caused by the change of phase structure 

rather than the general enhanced effect of meso-fillers. To 

verify this point, the effect caused by phase separation was 

eliminated by blending cyanate ester resin without PES resin 

but directly with different meso-fillers. As shown in Table 3, 

the impact strength declined significantly with the addition of 

meso-fillers. Obviously, the positive effect caused by meso-
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fillers in ternary systems shifted into negative effect when there was no interaction between meso-fillers and phase separation. 

     
  (a)PES-Neat     (b) PES-CSW-2     (c) PES-CSW-4        (d) PES-SEP-2      (e) PES-SEP-4 
Fig. 1 SEM graphs of PES modified cyanate blends with the addition of meso-fillers. (a) PES-Neat. (b) PES-CSW-2. (c) PES-CSW-4. (d) PES-SEP-2. (e) PES-SEP-4. 

3.2 Effect of filler size on phase separation 

As phase structure has great effect on the mechanical properties 

of cyanate blends with meso-fillers, the difference between 

CSW and sepiolite added systems should be attributed to the 

phase separation process, which then dominates the final phase 

structure of cured materials. 

    
(a) 

     
(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 2 Phase separation process of the PES modified cyanate blends without meso-fillers tracked by OM at 395K. (a) PES-Neat (b) PES-CSW-2 (c) PES-SEP-2 

Previously, numerous research works have demonstrated that 

viscoelastic effect had influenced the PIPS in thermoplastic 

modified thermoset resin system21,23,24,30-34. In this work, we 

would further study the PIVPS process of filled and non-filled 

cyanate ester blends. The phase separation of blend without 

fillers was first studied to compare the difference between filled 

systems and unfilled system. Fig. 2a shows a typical evolution 

process of the PIVPS in the PES/cyanate system (sample PES-

Neat) characterized by OM, and similar behaviors have also 

been observed in numerous literatures17,19,20,26-30. In Fig. 2a, a 

micro-bicontinuous phase structure was first observed by OM 

at the beginning of the phase separation; Along with 

polymerization the cyanate-epoxy precursors diffused out from 

the PES-rich phase (dark region) and coarsened rapidly. Then 

the morphology shifted into a phase inverted structure quickly 

with small cyanate-rich dispersed particles (bright region) with 

anisotropic shapes. With the elastic elongation and barking of 

the PES-rich regions, irregular epoxy-rich macro-phase 

domains which dispersed in the PES-rich matrix were then 

formed. Due to the presence of dynamic asymmetry between 

thermoplastics and thermoset precursors in molecular mobility, 

molecular weight, and glass transition temperatures, the 

viscoelasticity of the PES-rich phase as the slower dynamic 

phase increased with the escape of the thermoset precursor 

from the thermoplastic-rich phase and eventually behaved as an 

elastic body. 

As the PES chains disentangle much slower than the phase 

separation, this causes a mechanical stress with great influence 

on the structure evolution: 

( ) 0i i j i j i jpσ δ∂ − + =∏                            (1) 

Where i j∏  is the osmotic stress, p is the pressure , ijσ
 is the 

mechanical stress, and ijδ is the Kronecker delta with i and j 

representing one of the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. The force-

balance condition controls the phase structure, and thus the 

relaxation of the slow part, rather than the interface tension, 

dominates the phase structure evolution and leads to the 

anisotropic shape of the domain. As a result, a viscoelastic 

phase separation was observed in the PES-Neat system.  

To study the influence of filler size on the evolution of phase 

structure blends filled with one-dimensional meso-fillers, CSW 

and sepiolite particles were chosen for comparison. The 

concentrations of particle were first selected as 2wt% for all the 

samples. As shown in Fig. 2b, the phase structure of sample 

PES-CSW-2 was very similar to the sample without any 

particles (OM results, seen in Fig. 2a) which means the fillers 

in microscopic had little influence on the phase separation at a 

relatively low content. When the size of fillers, i.e., sepiolite, 

was much smaller, cyanate-rich macro-phase domains 

dispersed in the PES-rich matrix were still formed but with 

much smaller size (Fig. 2b), which means that the coarsening 

process of cyanate-rich phase was blocked by the addition of 

sepiolite. Apparently, the morphology evolution was hindered 

ominously due to the addition of meso-fillers with smaller size. 

It is now well known that dynamic factors rather than 

thermodynamics factors that govern the distribution of fillers in 

dynamic asymmetry systems. For sepiolite added systems, we 

have demonstrated previously that the distribution of sepiolite 

in slow dynamic phase is caused by “enhanced viscoelastic 

effect”, which could be well extended to other meso-fillers 

added systems (as CSW in this article). During the phase 

separation process, CSW have the lowest mobility and are 

unable to be transported long distances due to their mesoscale 

size, and the movement of CSW is also restricted by the 

entanglement of PES with long molecular chains; although 

cyanate precursors may have the chance to gather around the 

CSW due to thermodynamic affinity, the large stress of the 

PES-rich phase pushes the cyanate diffusing away. The main 

reason of selective distribution of CSW comes from 

asymmetric stress division and the large dynamic difference 

between the immiscible components during phase separation.  

From another perspective, the fillers hindered by PES 

entanglement cause growth in the elastic and viscous moduli of 

the PES-rich phase resulting in the elongation of the relaxation 

time of the network. Previous studies have shown that when 

particles are introduced to high molecular weight polymers, the 
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resulting composites increase their elasticity and viscoelastic 

moduli, signaling a lengthening of the relaxation time. Fillers 

distributed in a polymer matrix create confinement of polymer 

chains and slow down chain dynamics. Entanglements trapped 

in a confined space become more difficult to relax. As a result, 

meso-fillers show an “enhanced viscoelastic effect” in all phase 

separation process with dynamic asymmetry. 
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     (b)      (c) 
Fig. 3 TRLS profile and WLF equation fitting of PES-Neat, PES-CSW-2 and PES-SEP-2 cured at 395K. (a) Intensity versus q; (b) qm versus time; (c) the relaxation time 

versus temperature. 

To verify the results from OM, TRLS was applied to study the 

phase evolution process. Fig. 3a shows the TRLS profiles of 

light scattering vector and intensity with time for samples filled 

with 2 wt% CSW and sepiolite particles. A relaxation behavior 

of phase size change was observed by TRLS, as one can see, 

both of the two filled samples had larger scattering vector qm 

than that of the sample without particles in Fig. 3a. 

Furthermore, the light scattering vector of PES-SEP-2 got much 

larger with phase separation compared to that of PES-CSW-2. 

In addition, the final qm value increased with the decrease of 

filler size, which verified the OM observations of smaller 

characteristic length scale with finer fillers. 

Previous and recent works have shown that the evolution of qm 

corresponds to thermosetting precursor droplets and follows a 

Maxwell-type relaxation equation (eq 2). 

0 1( )
t

mq t q A e
−
τ= +

                                    (2) 

Where qm(t) is the scattering vector at time t, q0 is the initial 

value as represented in Fig. 3b. The time-dependent qm from 

each sample fitted the Maxwell-type relaxation equation very 

well. The larger relaxation time of the system filled with meso-

fillers (compared to PES-Neat in Fig. 3b) indicated phase 

separation was slowed down due to the “enhanced viscoelastic 

effect” of meso-fillers. In addition, the relaxation time of PES-

SEP-2 was much larger than that of PES-CSW-2. Similar trends 

were also exhibited at other temperatures, i.e., the relaxation 

response of the thermoplastic slowed down significantly when 

smaller fillers were introduced.  

The temperature dependent relaxation time (listed in Table 3) 

was well fitted by the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation 

according to previous works21,30,32,33,49,50,53: 

1

2

( )
log s

s s

C T T

C T T

− × −τ
=

τ + −
                                (3) 
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Taking C1=8.86 K and C2=101.6 K, the WLF equation can be 

written as 

2.303 8.86 ( )
exp

101.6
s

s

s

T T

T T

 − × × −
τ = τ ×  

+ −                    (4) 

As shown in Fig. 3c, all these samples can be fitted quite well 

by the WLF equation (Fig. 3c). It can be observed that the 

viscoelastic features of the phase separation do not change with 

the addition of fillers of different sizes, while the “enhanced 

viscoelastic effect” gets more notable with the decrease of filler 

size at the same content. 

For meso-fillers of various sizes, one can image that the 

specific surface area53 increases quickly with the decrease of 

filler size, which should provide much more entangle points 

with slow-dynamic phase (PES-chains) during PIVPS, and thus 

enlarges the dynamics asymmetry. If it is true, i.e., large surface 

area of meso-fillers favors “enhanced viscoelastic effect”, and 

increasing the content of fillers (at same level of filler size) 

would also enlarge the enhancement effect. 

Effects of filler content on phase separation 

To verify the point mentioned above, we studied the influence 

of filler content on the enhanced viscoelastic effect by changing 

the contents of both CSW and sepiolite particles. As shown in 

Fig. 4, the phase separation was affected greatly by the filler 

content for both filled systems. 

For the blends modified by sepiolite particles, with the addition 

of 4wt% fillers, the phase structure became much smaller and 

more refined than the PES/cyanate blend and blend with less 

fillers. However, the cyanate domains still dispersed in PES 

matrix with the addition of 4wt% CSW, the phase size only 

decreased a little with the increase of filler content for CSW 

added systems compared to the sepiolite filled sample. 

    Fig. 4 OM morphologies of samples modified by different mass fraction of CSW or sepiolite particles. 

The TRLS profiles once more showed the same trend with the OM results (seen in Fig. 7). The qm value was strongly affected by 

the content of sepiolite particles, but changed relatively slightly with CSW. 
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Fig. 5 TRLS profoles of samples modified by different mass fraction of CSW or sepiolite particles. 

Compared to CSW, sepiolite particles have much larger 

specific surface area; as a result, increasing the content of 

sepiolite fillers would enlarge the total surface area of fillers 

greatly, while the surface area of micron-fillers still keeps in a 

lower level even though their contents are also increased by 

several times. 

The characteristic relaxation time of all the samples calculated 

from Maxwell-type relaxation equation at all the temperature 

(listed in Table 3) fitted WLF equation well. Furthermore, the 

relaxation time at the glass transition temperature obtained from 

WLF equation increased with the enlarging of surface area. 

Table 4 Relaxation time obtained from stimulation using Maxwell-type relaxation equation 

Sample 
Relaxation time (s) of different temperatures (K) 

385 390 395 400 405 415 

PES-Neat 167 121 74 56 45 36 

PES-CSW-2 168 123 98 62 38 30 

PES-CSW-4 238 163 122 84 56 34 

PES-SEP-2 336 263 160 136 96 71 

PES-SEP-4 436 307 197 122 81 72 

Table 5 R2 and �� values from WLF equation 

Sample PES-Neat PES-CSW-2 PES-CSW-4 PES-SEP-2 PES-SEP-4 

R2 0.9891 0.9567 0.9957 0.9594 0.9837 

��(s) 366322 381188 519431 768626 927177 

 

Rheological behaviour during phase separation 

During the phase separation study of thermosetting resins, 

numerous studies have demonstrated the close relationship 

between rheological behaviour and the phase separation 
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process30,54-60. The formation or breaking down of 

thermoplastic (high viscosity, slow dynamic phase) matrix 

always accompanies distinct fluctuations in both viscosity and 

modulus, which can be employed to identify the occurrence of 

phase separation or structural transition. 

Fig. 6a and 6b show the rheological behavior of all the 

PES/cyanate systems cured at 395K; as one can see, the 

rheological behavior clearly indicates the phase separation and 

structural transitions. In Figure 6a, the complex viscosities η* 

of these blends are plotted at the same curing temperature. 

Rheological behavior was affected greatly with the addition of 

sepiolite particles compared with PES-Neat while only changed 

a little with the addition of CSW, which accorded well with the 

results of OM and TRLS.  

For PES-Neat sample without filler, an increase of viscosity 

was observed at ca. 45 min (as shown in Fig 6a), which 

corresponded to the initial of phase separation. As we know 

from viscoelastic phase separation systems of thermoplastic-

modified thermosets, the phase structures at the initial stage of 

phase separation are always phase inverted or thermoplastic as 

the continuous matrix29,30; therefore, the thermoplastic-rich 

phase shows an increase in viscosity. However, the PES-Neat 

system showed a quick drop in viscosity at about 55 min just 

after the initial increase. This subsequent decrease of viscosity 

is attributed to the breaking up of thermoplastic matrix structure 

as the network reverts back to a predominantly cyanate 

continuous matrix29,30,54,56,57; while the further growth in 

viscosity is attributed to the chemical crosslinking of cyanate 

ester. 

The rheological behavior of both PES-CSW-2 and PES-CSW-4 

showed similar tendency. At about 55 min (10 min later than 

PES-Neat) the complex viscosity increased sharply due to the 

phase separation and formation of bicontinuous structure30,54-60. 

The viscosity drop in PES-Neat was not observed because the 

addition of meso-fillers fixed the phase separation process and 

kept the bicontinuous structure until the end of evolution. 

Furthermore, with the increase of surface area, PES-CSW-4 

showed larger viscosity growth after phase separation 

compared to PES-CSW-2. The PES-CSW-4 had a higher 

viscosity and slightly later gelation time (crossover time of G’ 

and G’’) compared to PES-Neat and PES-CSW-2. 

With the addition of sepiolite particles, complex viscosity 

sharply increased at about 30 min, and much larger fluctuation 

happened with the increase of surface area as we expected. The 

storage and loss modulus corresponded well with the complex 

viscosity change in each systems, respectively (in Figure 6b).  
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(a)              (b) 

Fig. 6. Rheological behavior of the PES modified systems upon curing at 395K: (a) complex viscosity vs time; (b) storage and loss modulus vs time. 

Diminish of enhanced viscoelastic effect 

On the contrary, we can also expect that this kind of ‘‘enhanced 

viscoelastic effect’’ would diminish or disappear in systems 

with low viscoelastic effect or dynamic symmetry. To verify 

this point, we deliberately manipulated the phase separation by 

weakening the viscoelastic effect through prolonging the phase 

separation time at low curing rate. 

Toluene-p-sulfonic acid was added as an inhibitor of cyanate 

ester resin and thus could lower down the curing rate and 

prolong the phase separation time, which would effectively 

reduce the dynamic asymmetry during phase separation. 
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(d) 
Fig. 7 Morphology and TRLS tracking of phase separation process of samples with toluene-p-sulfonic acid cured at 395K. (a) OM graphs of PES-Neat-slow which was 

added with toluene-p-sulfonic acid. (b) OM graphs of PES-CSW-2-slow; (c) OM graphs of PES-SEP-2-slow (d) TRLS profiles of samples with toluene-p-sulfonic acid. 

Fig. 7 shows the morphology evolution of filled and unfilled 

systems with inhibitor cured at 395K. As one can see, no matter 

CSW or sepiolite added systems, all the three systems showed 

quite similar phase separation process. The random distribution 

of CSW indicated that the enhanced viscoelastic effect caused 

by dynamic difference between the immiscible components and 

asymmetric stress division during phase separation had 

disappeared. 

Furthermore, the relaxation behavior of PES-CSW-2-slow is 

nearly the same to that of PES-Neat-slow and PES-SPE-2-slow 

(Fig. 7d). Obviously, the chain dynamics of PES is no longer 

slowed down which caused by entanglements with the fillers; 

and the disentanglement of PES chains is no longer hindered 

during phase separation. In other words, with low dynamic 

asymmetry, meso-fillers show limited “enhanced viscoelastic 

effect” during phase separation. 

Conclusions 

The mechanical properties of cyanate composites were 

improved by adjusting phase structure through addition of 

mesoscopic fillers due to the “enhanced viscoelastic effect” 

during phase separation. Filler size and content, i.e., surface 

area of meso-fillers, are important factors that affect the 

enhanced viscoelastic effect of PIVPS. Larger surface area of 

fillers provides more entanglement points for slow dynamic 

chains to interact with meso-fillers and thus significantly 

enhances the viscoelastic effect. By diminishing dynamic 

asymmetry, the enhanced viscoelastic effect of meso-fillers 

tends to disappear due to prolonged chain disentangle time. 
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Enlarging the filler content and decreasing the filler size contribute to enhancing both viscoelastic 

effect and mechanical property of polyethersulfone modified cyanate system. 
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